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Abstract—Although hypertension is identifiable in children and adolescents, there are many knowledge gaps on how to
best define and manage high blood pressure in the young. SHIP-AHOY (Study of High Blood Pressure in Pediatrics:
Adult Hypertension Onset in Youth) is being conducted to address these knowledge gaps. Five hundred adolescents
will be recruited and will undergo ambulatory blood pressure monitoring, echocardiographic, vascular, and cognitive
assessments, as well as epigenetic studies to identify mechanisms that underlie the development of hypertensive target
organ damage. Details of the design and methods that will be utilized in SHIP-AHOY are presented here, as well as
baseline characteristics of the first 264 study participants. The primary aim of the study is to develop a risk-based definition
of hypertension in the young that will result in better understanding of the transition from blood pressure in youth to
adult cardiovascular disease.  (Hypertension. 2018;72:00-00. DOI: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.118.11434.)
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arget organ damage (TOD) related to high blood pressure (BP) levels measured in adulthood is strongly associated with significantly increased risk for cardiovascular events,
such as stroke and myocardial infarction.1,2 Ample data from
large-scale clinical trials have demonstrated the cardiovascular benefits of BP reduction.3 Because hypertension affects at
least one-third of adults, the potential public health burden and
associated expenditures related to hypertension are enormous.4
Given this, substantial effort and resources have been expended
to improve awareness and control of hypertension among adults.
Less attention has been paid to the earliest phases of
hypertension, which likely have their origins in childhood.
Although it is well known that hypertension and hypertensive
TOD are detectable in the young, there are limited data available linking childhood BP levels with future cardiovascular
disease (CVD). This point was underscored by an evidence
review conducted for the US Preventative Services Task
Force, which concluded that evidence linking childhood BP
levels to the prediction of development of adult CVD is lacking.5 A shortcoming of that analysis, however, is that it did not

examine the adverse impact that elevated BP might have in a
more immediate time frame for children and adolescents and
also did not evaluate the level of BP at which this might occur.
In contrast to adult hypertension, childhood hypertension is
statistically defined based on the distribution of BP in healthy
children,6 and treatment recommendations represent consensus opinion based on evidence from cross-sectional and longitudinal cohort studies.6,7 Clarifying the relationship between
BP levels and development of hypertensive TOD in youth is
essential to establish evidence-based treatment guidelines. In
addition, data on whether BP phenotype, as defined by the
combination of casual and ambulatory BP measurements, can
help predict the risk of hypertensive TOD in youth are scant.
Finally, a better understanding of epigenetic pathways involved
in the development of hypertensive TOD could help identify
new targets for early therapy of hypertension in the young.
These knowledge gaps stimulated the development of
SHIP-AHOY (Study of High Blood Pressure in Pediatrics:
Adult Hypertension Onset in Youth), one of the American
Heart Association’s Strategically Focused Research Networks
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in Hypertension. SHIP-AHOY consists of 3 projects (population, clinical, and basic) conducted on a single cohort of adolescents. The goals are to (1) redefine BP thresholds for the
diagnosis of childhood hypertension, based on direct evidence;
(2) better define the clinical phenotype of BP-associated TOD;
and (3) focus on high BP in adolescence as an actual diseasecausing, treatable condition in the young, rather than a risk
factor.

Methods
At the completion of the study, data can be requested from the SHIPAHOY Data Coordinating Center (DCC).

Study Population
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SHIP-AHOY is recruiting a multiethnic cohort of 500 otherwise
healthy adolescents across the BP spectrum, divided into 3 BP strata
(see below). The BP groups are balanced for body mass index (BMI)
category so that similar proportions of subjects in each BP group will
be lean (BMI <85th percentile) or overweight/obese (BMI ≥85th percentile). Inclusion and exclusion criteria are presented in Table 1.
The study protocol has undergone institutional review board review and approval, and all study participants and their parents have
provided written informed consent or assent according to local institutional review board requirements.
Table 1. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Inclusion
1. Age 11–<19 y
2. Written informed consent/assent per local IRB requirements
Exclusion
1. On current antihypertensive drug treatment or treated within the past
6 mo
2. Diabetes mellitus (type 1 or type 2) requiring pharmacological treatment
3. Drugs altering metabolic status including metformin and lipid-lowering
agents
4. Significant proteinuria (verified by first-morning urine protein/creatinine
ratio of ≥1.0)
5. Known history of chronic kidney disease or estimated GFR ≤90 mL/min
per 1.73 m2
6. Congestive heart failure, obstructive valvular disease, or cardiomyopathy
7. Diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnea
8. Pregnant or breast-feeding female
9. Secondary hypertension (not including obesity)
10. BMI Z score ≥5 for age and sex
11. Uncorrected coarctation of the aorta or renal artery stenosis
12. Concurrent medications known to affect BP, including stimulant
medications for ADHD, corticosteroids, calcineurin inhibitors, and oral
decongestants
13. Any clinically significant unstable medical condition or chronic disease
14. Known major neurological condition known to affect cognitive function.
Participants with milder neurological involvement, such as learning
disabilities, will be marked, but not excluded from enrollment.
15. Symptomatic stage 2 hypertension
ADHD indicates attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder; BMI, body mass
index; BP, blood pressure; GFR, glomerular filtration rate; and IRB, institutional
review board.

Study Organization
Each of the 3 projects of SHIP-AHOY has individual principal investigators at 5 clinical sites (Figure 1) who regularly interact with the
Strategically Focused Research Networks center director, who also
oversees the DCC. Additional network oversight is provided by the
consultants and Executive Steering Committee. The Cardiovascular
Research Center (CVRC) in Cincinnati oversees echocardiography
and pulse wave velocity (PWV) studies, the ambulatory BP monitoring (ABPM) Center in Seattle oversees performance and initial
analysis of ABPM studies, and cognitive questionnaires and tests are
scored at the Psychology Core in Chapel Hill. Blood and urine samples, including genetic samples used in the Basic Science project, are
processed at each site, stored at −80°C and shipped in batches quarterly to Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center (CCHMC)
laboratories for analysis. Processing of samples for epigenetic studies is performed at the University of Cincinnati, with analyses of
these data performed in conjunction with genetic and bioinformatics
experts at CCHMC.

Study Assessments
Casual BP Measurement

SHIP-AHOY participants have casual BP measurements obtained in
the right arm by auscultation at study entry, then again at the main
study visit. All participating sites use the same aneroid sphygmomanometer (Mabis MedicKit 5; Mabis Healthcare, Waukegan, IL).
Standardized training and certification in the auscultatory BP measurement protocol were provided to all study personnel responsible
for casual BP measurement.
At each study visit, before BP determination, arm circumference is measured with a plastic measuring tape at the midpoint of
the upper arm between the acromion and olecranon, and a cuff is
then selected so that the length of the cuff bladder is equal to 80%
to 100% of the arm circumference. After cuff selection, the peak
inflation pressure is determined by inflating the cuff to 60 mm Hg
and then gradually continuing to inflate in increments of 10 mm Hg
until the radial pulse is no longer felt—thereby determining the
pulse obliteration pressure. An additional 30 mm Hg is added to this
value and recorded as the peak inflation pressure. The cuff is then
inflated to this value for all BP measurements in each participant at
that study visit.
After 5 minutes of rest, BP measurement begins. First, pulse is
measured by palpation of the radial artery. Then, 4 BPs at 30-s intervals are obtained by auscultation of the brachial artery, using the first
Korotkoff sound for systolic BP (SBP) and the fifth Korotkoff sound
for diastolic BP. The average of the last 3 BPs is recorded as the participant’s BP for the study visit. According to the average SBP, BP percentile rank is determined, and the participant is classified into 1 of 3
BP groups, which are based on published data demonstrating that hypertensive TOD may occur at BP levels as low as the 80th percentile8:
1. High-risk BP: Average SBP ≥90th percentile.
2. Mid-risk BP: Average SBP ≥80th and <90th percentiles.
3. Normal BP: Average SBP <75th percentile.

Ambulatory BP Monitoring

Ambulatory BP is measured with an oscillometric device (SpaceLabs
OnTrak, Spacelabs Healthcare, Issaquah, WA). Using the arm circumference obtained during the auscultatory BP measurement, a properly
sized cuff is selected, and the monitor is placed on the participant.
Three resting BP’s are obtained immediately after monitor placement
and recorded for confirmation of correct placement and function of
the device. BP monitoring is performed for 26 hours, with measurements obtained every 20 minutes. The monitor is returned to the site,
and the data are downloaded to a laptop computer. Studies are divided
into sleep-wake periods according to diaries provided by the participants. No hours of monitoring are discarded, consistent with current
American Heart Association recommendations for pediatric ABPM.8
Data files are transmitted electronically to the ABPM center in Seattle.
The ABPM center then performs preliminary quality review of
the ABPM data before transmittal to the DCC. Summary variables
are generated, including mean 24-hour, wake and sleep BP, BP load
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Figure. Illustration of the SHIP-AHOY
organization (Study of High Blood Pressure in
Pediatrics: Adult Hypertension Onset in Youth).
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(percentage of readings >95th percentile), heart rate, pulse pressure,
and BP variability. The casual BP and ABPM results are then used to
derive the categorical assignment of BP phenotype (Table 2) according to current guidelines.9

Cardiac Measurements

Echocardiography is performed using standard cardiac ultrasound
systems at each site. Cardiac sonographers participated in a webbased training in the echocardiographic protocol. Fourteen images
are obtained with the participant supine. The images planes include
parasternal long-axis view, parasternal short-axis view, apical
4-chamber view, apical 2-chamber view, high parasternal short-axis
view, and suprasternal notch view. Loops of at least 3 cardiac cycles
are obtained. All images are uploaded to a cloud-based image repository for later analysis by the CVRC. The absence of structural heart
disease is confirmed, and any abnormalities found in the study are
flagged and sent to the clinical site PI.
Left ventricular (LV) end-diastolic dimension, LV end-systolic
dimension, end-diastolic interventricular septal thickness, and
LV end-diastolic and end-systolic posterior wall thickness measurements are obtained offline by a trained sonographer using a
Cardiology Analysis System (Digisonics, Houston, TX). LV mass
(LVM) is calculated from 2-dimensional–guided M-Mode images of
the left ventricle at end diastole10,11 using the Devereux equation.12 To
adjust for body size without overcompensating for the adverse effect
of obesity, LV mass index is calculated as LVM/ht2.7, as described
by DeSimone.13
Relative wall thickness at end-diastole is also calculated as the
ratio of the sum of the interventricular septum and posterior wall
divided by the end-diastolic dimension ([LV end-diastolic posterior
wall thickness+end-diastolic interventricular septal thickness]/LV
Table 2. BP Phenotypes

Phenotype*

Casual BP

Ambulatory BP

Normotensive

Normal

Normal

White coat hypertension

Elevated

Normal

Ambulatory hypertension

Elevated

Elevated

Masked hypertension

Normal

Elevated

ABPM indicates ambulatory BP monitoring; and BP, blood pressure.
*Categories defined as per 2014 American Heart Association Scientific
Statement on pediatric ABPM.9

end-diastolic dimension). LV geometry is categorized as normal, concentric remodeling, concentric hypertrophy, or eccentric hypertrophy
based on whether a participant has normal or elevated LVMI or relative wall thickness.14
Systolic function is evaluated by calculation of midwall fractional
shortening, a measure that better reflects myocardial performance in
hypertrophied hearts.15 LV strain and strain-rate imaging is performed
using TOMTEC software (TOMTEC Corporation, Chicago, IL) to
quantify intraventricular dyssynchrony and evaluate components of
myocardial function.16
For diastolic function, mitral inflow velocities are obtained with
pulsed wave Doppler in the apical 4-chamber view. The Doppler cursor is placed parallel to mitral inflow, and maximal velocity is measured with the sample volume at the mitral valve leaflet tips. The mitral
peak E (early filling) and A (inflow with atrial contraction) waves are
measured offline, and E/A ratio is calculated. Tissue Doppler imaging
myocardial flow velocities are acquired in the apical 4-chamber view.
The peak (Ea) and late velocities (Aa) of mitral annular flow were recorded at the septal and lateral annulus; both lateral and septal Ea/Aa
ratios and their averages are calculated. Two-dimensional measures
of left atrium by body surface area are also obtained.17 Each of the
above parameters has been shown to correlate with invasive measures
of diastolic function and LV end-diastolic pressure.18

Vascular Measurements

PWV is measured using the SphygmoCor CPV System (AtCor Medical,
Sydney, Australia) as an assessment of vascular stiffness.19 All research
coordinators from the clinical sites were trained by the CVRC to perform the PWV measures. The patient is asked to lie supine in a comfortable position with their head flat on the bed. Using calipers, the average
of 3 measures of sternal notch to femoral artery distance is obtained
and entered into the software as the distal femoral distance. The distance from the carotid artery to the suprasternal notch is then obtained
and entered as the proximal carotid measurement. ECG leads are then
placed on the chest in standard positions. A tonometer is then used to
obtain arterial waveforms gated to the R wave on the ECG tracing from
the carotid and femoral artery. PWV is the difference in the carotid-tofemoral path length divided by the difference in R-wave-to-foot of the
pressure wave times. The software requires a minimum of 3 data pairs
to calculate a result and includes specific quality control indicators. Data
are then downloaded from the device and sent to the CVRC.

Cognitive Measurements

Cognitive testing in SHIP-AHOY focuses on the assessment of
executive functions as an estimate of hypertensive TOD. Executive
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functions provide critical support for goal-directed behaviors that
include inhibition, working memory, and attention regulation, abilities that are critical for the regulation of learning and behavior. Each
of the tasks chosen for this study (Table S1 in the online-only Data
Supplement) were selected because (1) they represent key cognitive functions that have previously been identified as important in
the hypertension literature20,21; (2) they are age-appropriate and have
well established age-based normative data; (3) they maintain strong
psychometric properties; (4) they are well standardized and relatively
straightforward with respect to their administration, assuring that
nonpsychologists can be trained to administer them; and (5) they have
few language barriers in their administration. All components of the
test battery have been validated in children.22–25
The executive function tasks for this study were selected to measure attention regulation and inhibitory control, working memory,
and nonverbal problem solving. Ratings of executive functions also
will be obtained from the parent and participant. As with other assessments in SHIP-AHOY, standardized training and certification in
the cognitive protocol have been provided to all study personnel responsible for conducting these assessments. Sites send the cognitive
test results to the Cognitive Reading Center at the University of North
Carolina for scoring and quality assurance checks.

Laboratory Analyses

Analyses of blood and urine samples are performed by the CCHMC
clinical laboratory. Laboratory measures include fasting lipids, glucose, insulin, hsCRP (high-sensitivity C-reactive protein), and uric
acid level. Urine albumin and creatinine, obtained from a properly
collected first-morning urine sample, are used for calculation of urinary albumin excretion and urine sodium (Na) and potassium (K)
for calculation of the urinary Na/K ratio. Girls have a urine pregnancy test performed at the local site because early pregnancy may
affect BP. Microalbuminuria is defined as 30 to 300 mg albumin/g
creatinine. Values ≥300 mg/g are considered proteinuria (macroalbuminuria). Glucose and insulin are used to estimate insulin resistance
using the Homeostasis Model Assessment equation.26 This equation
correlates significantly (P<0.001) with insulin sensitivity measured
directly with the insulin clamp.27 Homeostasis Model Assessment will
be analyzed as a continuous variable, and we will use Homeostasis
Model Assessment >3.25 as a categorical criterion for insulin resistance. Total cholesterol, total triglycerides, and HDL-C (high-density
lipoprotein-cholesterol) are measured, and LDL-C (low-density lipoprotein-cholesterol) is calculated.

Evaluation of Epigenetic Changes

One of the major challenges in studying hypertension is the marked
heterogeneity in outcomes. Potential sources for phenotypic variation are acquired genetic, also known as epigenetic, modifications
and alterations in gene regulation. Epigenetic processes alter gene
activity without fundamentally changing the DNA28 and have been
shown to play a major role in the phenotypic expression of diseases,
such as hypertension. Multiple studies have supported a role for epigenetics in BP control and downstream or tissue-level sequela from
poor control. Gene methylation alterations have been implicated in
BP control29,30 and carotid intima-media thickness.31 Micro-RNA
(miRNA), as major regulators of gene activity, are associated with
cardiac injury, angiogenesis, and cellular changes.32–36
Although genome-wide evaluation of epigenetic changes is possible, this approach would require a prohibitively large cohort. Thus,
we opted to leverage existing biological data to select candidate genes
for our epigenetic study. First, from studies performed in hypertensive adults, we compiled a list of genes which had DNA hypertension-associated alterations.37–40 From this list, we identified 106 genes
that had also been reported to have either altered methylation or to
be targets for miRNAs with resulting altered gene expression. We
subsequently used ToppFun (http://toppgene.cchmc.org/),41 a gene
list enrichment software to narrow the number of candidate genes
for additional testing. Lastly, we used the GRAIL system (Gene
Relationships Across Implicated Loci) to identify functional interactions, epigenetic modifications, and altered regulatory miRNAs between genes associated with hypertension and LV hypertrophy. The
final list of 14 candidate genes (Table S2) cluster with the following

biologically plausible pathway for the development of hypertension
and BP-related TOD:
Sympathetic stimulation→release of renin-angiotensin-aldosterone→
altered sodium reabsorption in the kidney→vasoconstriction→LVH.
This targeted approach allows us to evaluate how environmental influences, such as obesity, metabolic derangement, and lifestyle,
might influence gene expression and regulation leading to BP-related
TOD.

DNA Methylation Measurement by Pyrosequencing

Individual bisulfite-treated DNA samples are subjected to polymerase chain reaction amplification.42–44 Pyrosequencing generates continuous measurements of DNA methylation ranging from
0% to 100% (methylation%=peak height methylated/[peak height
methylated+peak height unmethylated]). Methylation% is also logit
transformed (log2[methylation%/1−methylation%]). After standard
normalization procedures, we will use ANOVAs to test for differences between groups and t tests for pairwise comparisons between
groups.

Micro-RNA Profiling

In addition to the targeted approach previously summarized, we
also performed unbiased genome-wide miRNA-sequencing. The
Illumina TruSeq small RNA kit (Illumina, Inc, San Diego, CA)
was used as per the manufacturer’s recommendations, except for
the library size selection (18–25 bases), resulting in a minimum of
2 mol/L reads per sample. To produce miRNA profiles, we used
the miRExpress software package (http://mirexpress.mbc.nctu.edu.
tw)45 to successively group identical reads, trimming the library
adaptor sequence off the end of the reads and aligning the reads
to the pre-miR reference sequences in the latest release of the mirBase database. Finally, the alignments to each pre-miR are tallied
into individual miRNA counts to obtain a digital readout of how
many molecules of each miRNA was sampled in the experiment.
That number is proportional to the miRNA’s expression blood level.
After appropriate normalization, we search for miRNAs that are
upregulated or downregulated between groups. As we expect many
genes to be differentially expressed, we will use pathway analyses
to identify the key biological processes underpinning the differential expression patterns.

Multicenter Study Coordination
Uniform methods of collecting data were developed across projects. Questionnaire (medical, family, diet, exercise) and other
phenotypic data (age, race/ethnicity, sex, anthropometrics, casual/
office BP) are entered into a REDCap web-based database (www.
projectredcap.org) hosted at CCHMC. Laboratory results processed in Cincinnati are also transmitted to the DCC in electronic
format, where abnormal clinical values are flagged and transmitted to the site principal investigators to communicate to the participants. Echocardiograms and PWV data are downloaded and
transmitted electronically to the DCC for reading at the CVRC.
Similarly, ABPM data and cognitive testing scores are transmitted
electronically to the DCC from the ABPM center and cognitive
reading center, respectively.
Data quality is monitored and controlled at many points in the
data collection process. The DCC at CCHMC is staffed by a biostatistician, programmer, and coordinator. The DCC evaluates all
data sources for outliers and biologically implausible results every
6 months and then adjudicates them. Reproducibility of repeat measures of LV structure and PWV are calculated and monitored.

Statistical Analyses
The cross-sectional nature of the study will allow us to test the hypotheses that adolescents with high-risk BP will have significantly greater
LVMI and PWV compared with adolescents with normal BP. Sample
size calculations (see online-only Data Supplement) were performed
to ensure that we would have sufficient power to test this hypothesis.
χ2 analyses will be used to relate BP category (low risk/midrisk/
high risk) to TOD at baseline. In addition, logistic regression will
be used to relate TOD to BP phenotype after adjusting for (1) age,
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sex, BMI at baseline; and (2) all variables in (1) plus additional
CVD risk factors (eg, lipids, insulin resistance, glucose). The primary analyses will be linear regression models. Similar analyses
will be applied for TOD measures of executive function (individually and then combined executive composite) and urine albumin
excretion.

Primary Outcomes
Outcome variables of TOD include LVMI, PWV, urine albumin
excretion, and cognitive function scores with a focus on executive
functions.

Results
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To date, 264 adolescents have been recruited into SHIPAHOY. Participant characteristics and cardiovascular variables of interest are summarized in Table 3. Mean age is
15.7±7.7 (range 11.2–18.9), 51% are male, and 61% are
white. BMI and other measures of obesity are generally highest in the high-risk BP group.
There has been good separation of casual BP between the
low, medium, and high-risk BP groups (Table 3). Similarly,
there has been good separation of mean ambulatory BP
among the 3 BP groups. Nocturnal dipping has not significantly varied between groups thus far. Success in obtaining
research-quality ambulatory BP studies has been good, with
average recording times of 25.5 hours and 82% of planned
readings obtained.

Table 3. SHIP-AHOY Participant Characteristics*

Low-Risk BP
(N=130)

Variable

Mid-Risk BP
(N=60)

High-Risk BP
(N=74)

Demographics/anthropometrics
 Age, y

15.7±1.5

16.1±1.7

15.4±1.6

 Sex (male), %

50.0

65.0

58.1

 Race (white), %

63.9

60.0

56.8

 Hispanic, %

12.3

15.0

16.2

 Height, m

1.68±0.09

1.72±0.10

1.69±0.09

 Weight, kg

74.2±22.5

85.7±26.4

85.6±26.7

 Waist, cm

83.6±17.7

89.7±20.4

93.3±21.0

 BMI, kg/m

26.3±6.7

29.3±9.6

29.8±8.3

49.7±9.8

52.1±11.4

55.1±11.7

 K1 SBP, mm Hg

110.8±10.0

126.0±5.6

133.6±7.4

 K5 DBP, mm Hg

74.5±9.6

82.3±7.5

86.1±9.3

 MAP, mm Hg

86.8±9.3

96.9±5.5

101.9±7.3

 SBP percentile, %

43.6±26.3

83.0±9.4

95.0±4.3

 DBP percentile, %

71.0±23.5

87.0±11.5

91.4±12.7

 Heart rate, bpm

71.4±11.9

68.3±12.4

71.4±12.6

2

 Waist/height ratio
Hemodynamics

ABPM parameters†

Discussion

 Mean wake SBP

116.7±9.2

125.5±9.1

130.4±9.9

Although the association between primary hypertension and
cardiovascular death in adults has been well described, the
causality and natural history, including genetic, epigenetic,
and environmental influences that impact the clinical expression of primary hypertension in youth remain unclear. A better understanding of primary hypertension over time, from
childhood forward, will be facilitated by long-term population
studies that include a mechanistic backbone. At some point in
the continuum of primary hypertension, LVH, increased arterial stiffness, and renal damage can develop. Similarly, measures of TOD, such as LVH, increased PWV, decline in renal
function, and impaired cognitive function themselves become
preclinical diseases and powerful, independent risk factors for
ischemic heart disease, congestive heart failure, arrhythmias,
and sudden cardiac death. Understanding the determinants of
these 2 transition points (from risk factor to TOD to clinical
disease) may greatly impact the investigation and examination, management, and health of patients with primary hypertension. Understanding the epigenetic modifications of the
existing genetic background may also explain the heterogeneity in the hypertensive phenotype.
SHIP-AHOY has several unique design elements that
should allow us to answer many of the questions surrounding the development of hypertension starting in the young.
First, it is the largest multicenter, multiethnic study of BP and
BP-associated TOD in adolescents. Second, it includes youth
across the BP distribution to determine the risk for TOD, even
in adolescents with BP <90th percentile. Third, it combines
auscultatory casual BP measurements with ABPM data to
determine the BP phenotype, which will better characterize
BP and what BP parameter signifies greater risk. Finally, the

 Wake SBP index

0.87±0.07

0.93±0.07

0.97±0.08

 Wake SBP load, %

9.6±13.5

23.7±20.9

35.7±28.0

 Mean wake DBP

68.6±6.5

73.6±6.6

75.2±7.8

 Wake DBP index

0.83±0.08

0.89±0.08

0.91±0.10

 Wake DBP load, %

9.6±11.7

21.3±15.9

27.0±21.5

 Mean sleep SBP

103.1±9.3

109.8±11.1

114.0±10.1

 Sleep SBP index

0.88±0.07

0.93±0.10

0.96±0.09

 Sleep SBP load, %

11.4±17.0

26.6±27.5

34.4±29.0

 Mean sleep DBP

55.8±5.7

58.4±6.0

60.7±8.5

 Sleep DBP index

0.84±0.09

0.88±0.09

0.91±0.13

 Sleep DBP load, %

12.7±16.7

19.7±18.5

27.8±26.8

 SBP dipping, %

11.6±6.1

12.6±6.0

12.5±5.7

 DBP dipping, %

18.4±7.6

20.6±6.2

19.4±7.4

ABPM indicates ambulatory BP monitoring; BMI, body mass index; BP, blood
pressure; DBP, diastolic BP; MAP, mean arterial pressure; SBP, systolic BP;
and SHIP-AHOY, Study of High Blood Pressure in Pediatrics: Adult Hypertension
Onset in Youth.
*Data expressed as mean and SD or as frequencies.
†Index is calculated as the subject’s BP value divided by the 95th percentile
BP; load is defined as the percentage of readings above the 95th percentile
for that time period; dipping percentage is calculated as ([mean wake SBP/
DBP−mean sleep SBP/DBP]/mean wake S/DBP)×100.

inclusion of advanced echocardiographic measures, such as
tissue Doppler imaging and strain, arterial stiffness measurements (PWV), and cognitive functioning as secondary measures of TOD, is unique. This will provide significant additional
evidence on the intermediate effects of high BP in the young.
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The characteristics of the participants enrolled thus far
demonstrate the feasibility of recruiting a well-characterized
cohort of adolescents that will allow us to address fundamental questions about the effects of high BP in youth. The SHIPAHOY is likely to change how BP is evaluated and diagnosed
in youth, moving from a statistical definition of risk to one that
is based on thresholds for intervention based on intermediate
measures of TOD. These data may also inform development
of more specific treatment guidelines and, by identifying those
at highest risk, may be able to modify the CVD risk trajectory
into adulthood.

Perspectives
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Although much is known about childhood hypertension,
uncertainty remains on how to best define BP thresholds for
diagnosis and treatment. SHIP-AHOY will provide new data
that should help to close these and other knowledge gaps,
thereby advancing our understanding of the earliest phases of
hypertension and hypertension-associated CVD.
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Novelty and Significance
What Is New?

•
•
•

Study includes youth across the blood pressure (BP) distribution to determine the risk for target organ damage, including BP well below the
90th percentile.
Combination of auscultatory casual BP measurements with ambulatory
BP monitoring data, to better characterize BP and what BP parameter
signifies greater risk.
Inclusion of advanced echocardiographic measures, arterial stiffness,
and cognitive function assessment.

What Is Relevant?

•

Study allows a better understanding of the determinants of how BP in
youth may transition from a risk factor to target organ damage to clinical
disease, which may greatly impact the health of patients with primary
hypertension.

Summary
SHIP-AHOY (Study of High Blood Pressure in Pediatrics: Adult Hypertension Onset in Youth) is likely to change how hypertension is
defined in youth, moving from a statistical definition to one based
on intermediate measures of target organ damage. These data
should inform development of new treatment guidelines that will
identify those at highest risk and modify the cardiovascular disease
risk trajectory into adulthood.
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Sample Size Estimate: We base our sample size calculation on preliminary data from Urbina,
et al.1 In this study, measures of target organ damage (TOD) were obtained from 150 low-risk
BP (NT) (i.e., < 80th percentiles), 25 mid-risk BP (80-89th BP percentiles) and 9 high-risk BP(≥
90th percentile). The following data were obtained:

Preliminary data on LVMI and PWV by BP group
BP Group

LVMI (g/m2)

PWV (m/sec)

mean

sd

N

mean

sd

N

Low-risk

29.7

6.9

150

Low-risk

5.44

0.73

145

Mid-risk

34.0

8.8

25

Mid-risk

5.70

0.56

25

High-risk

35.1

5.6

9

Highrisk

5.83

0.67

6

If we posit differences of the magnitude seen above, then with samples sizes of 122 for NT, 189
for pre-HT and 189 for HT, we will have the following power estimates:

Power estimates for LVMI and PWV in SHiP AHOY
BP Group 1 N

BP Group 2

N

LVMI

PWV

power

power

Low-Risk

122 Mid-Risk

189

0.998

0.918

Low-Risk

122 High-Risk

189

1.0

0.997

Thus, we will have adequate power (≥91%) to detect reasonable differences in mean LVMI and
PWV between the NT group and each of the pre-HT and HT groups.

1

Urbina EM, Khoury PR, McCoy C, Daniels SR, Kimball TR and Dolan LM. Cardiac and

vascular consequences of pre-hypertension in youth. J Clin Hypertens. 2011; 13:332-42.

Table S1. Neurocognitive Measures and associated outcomes.
Test

Cognitive Function Assessed

TONI-4

Nonverbal Problem Solving; Nonverbal Intelligence

Connors CPT-3

Inhibition/Attention Regulation

WJ-IV Verbal Attention

Attention

WJ-IV Numbers Reverse
Working Memory
WJ-IV Object-Number Sequence
BRIEF-2-Parent
BRIEF-2-Self-Report

Behavior Regulation, Cognitive Regulation,
Emotional Regulation, Global Executive Function

Abbreviations used in table: TONI-4 = Test of Nonverbal Intelligence-4th Edition; Connors CPT3 = Connors Continuous Performance Test-Third Edition; WJ-IV = Woodcock-Johnson Test of
Cognitive Abilities-Fourth Edition; BRIEF-2 = Behavioral Rating Inventory of Executive
Functions-Second Edition.

Table S2. Selected Hypertension Candidate Genes1 and their associated miRNAs.
Gene
Symbol
ADRB1
NPY
ACE
AGT
REN
CYP11B1
HSD11B2
NPPA
SCNN1A
EDN1
NOS3
DRD2
GNB3
MYH9

1

Gene Name

Pathyway

adrenoceptor beta 1
neruopeptide Y
angiotensin I converting enzyme
angiotensinogen (serpin peptidase
inhibitor, clade A, member 8)
renin
cytochrome P450, family 11,
subfamily B, polypeptide 1
hydroxysteroid (11-beta)
dehydrogenase 2
natriuretic peptide A
sodium channel, non-voltage-gated
1 alpha subunit
endothelin 1

Symp NS
Symp NS
RAAS
RAAS

Associated
miRNAs
23, 30, 125a, 133a
30
133a, 146
31

RAAS
Aldosterone

146
24

Aldosterone

101, 125a, 133a

Na reabs kidney
Na reabs kidney

133
143

Vasoconstriction
(NOS)
Vasoconstriction
(NOS)
Heart

125

nitric oxide synthase 3 (endothelial
cell)
dopamine receptor D2
guanine nucleotide binding protein
(G protein), beta polypeptide 3
myosin, heavy chain 9, non-muscle

Heart
Heart

21
125a, 133a, 143,
145, 146, 181
101, 125a, 133a,
143, 145, 146
125a, 133a, 145,
146, 181

Selection of candidate genes was based on enrichment of biologic processes involved in

hypertension and target organ damage.
Abbreviations used in table:
miRNA, microRNA; Na, sodium; NOS, nitric oxide synthase; RAAS, renin angiotensin
aldosterone system; Symp NS, sympathetic nervous system.

